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This  2016 Flight Design CTLS is almost 
new with only 145 hours.   The plane is 

high-end and smartly designed with com-
fort and performance in mind.  With a 49 

inch wide cabin (one of the largest in it’s 
class), Extra-wide dual gull wing cabin 

doors and adjustable seats,  this aircraft 
can accommodate people well over 6 feet 

tall.    

 

It’s no surprise that a company with the 
word “Design” in their name has created 

such a plane.   The smart features continue 
inside as well.   The automobile inspired 

cockpit is organized and ergonomically ef-
ficient; including the placement of every 

button, switch and dial.   The leather seat-
ing and carbon fiber appointed interior 
are a nice bonus!   The panel is very well 

configured with Dynon 100 EFIS & Dynon 
EMS dual glass touchscreen displays, a 

Garmin SL40 comm, Garmin 496 GPS and 
night flight pkg.    
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A Rotax 912  
engine will  

provide excellent 

reliability and per-
formance along 

with A 2000-hour 
TBO .  Fill-up on ei-

ther 100LL or pre-
mium auto gas, con-

sume less than 5 

gallons per hour at 
cruise and enjoy 

the cabin comfort 
and ease of flight on 

longer missions.   

The 49 inch wide cabin gives the CTLS a jaunty stance and a readiness to fly!   

Dual gull wing doors provide ease of entry.  
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50 lb. baggage compartments are located on each side of the plane; for an impressive 100 lb. total. 

Stainless steel rudder pedals, leather wrapped stick handles, and hand pumped lumbar supports are 
just a few of the special features this beauty has to offer. 



 
Purchase includes 5 hours of CFI  

instruction and flight checkout 

(Includes Biannual Flight Review) and 

10 hours of ground school.  

 

 

PRICED AT ONLY $145,000 
THIS AIRCRAFT IS LIKE  

SAVING $40,000! 
  

Contact SportairUSA for more information:  

SportairUSA  

                      501.228.7777 Office   

8222 Remount Rd  

NLR, AR 72118  

info1@sportair.aero 

North Little Rock Municipal Airport (KORK) 
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IF YOU BOUGHT IT NEW, THE 

LIST PRICE IS OVER $185,000 

FOR THE SAME EQUPTMENT! 
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